Best Practice Guide for License
Plate Surrender – Request to
Suspend
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Description of the form
The purpose of the form is to notify the defendant and the Motor Vehicle Division that
conviction(s) for failure to comply with the requirements for mandatory motor vehicle
liability insurance result in suspension of vehicle license plates and registration and/or the
convicted person’s driver license. The form also provides the convicted person with
instructions for reinstatement after suspension.

When to use the form
To suspend registration and license plates after conviction, the court must submit the
License Plate Surrender – Request to Suspend Form. It is to be submitted manually in
conjunction with a conviction for MCA 61-6-301 and/or 302.
•

When you mail the weekly MVD report, place the completed form in the
envelope with the report.

•

If you are electronically reporting to MVD, you may fax or mail the form to MVD
on the day that it was created, or as soon as possible thereafter. If your court has a
scanner, you may email the form. Instructions to email the form are included in
this guide.
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Signed Forms and Unsigned Forms
It is the intention that in most cases, the form is signed by the defendant as
acknowledgement of receipt and notice of suspension. MVD states that signed forms will
be processed as soon as possible.

MVD further makes the following statement about unsigned forms:
“The Motor Vehicle Division will not suspend upon court submission of an unsigned
form unless the Division can confirm (via the form or via associated system checks) that:
• The defendant is the registered owner of the vehicle;
• The form notes that the defendant is an immediate family member of the
registered owner or is otherwise authorized by the registered owner;
• The defendant and the registered owner share the same last name;
• The defendant and the registered owner share the same physical address;
• The Division is able to verify that the vehicle was not insured at the time of the
offense.”
Motor Vehicle Division, Records and Driver Control Bureau can be reached at:
406.444.32589
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Creating the License Plate Surrender – Request to Suspend
form
►The form does not use any “special” information from the FullCourt
record.
Display the FullCourt Criminal case for which you want to suspend the defendant’s
license and registration.

All courts: Create the document.
Use the Docs F7 icon to bring up the Criminal Case Documents window, select the
Document: “License Plate Surrender Request to Suspend” and click the Print button.
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If the case has more than one charge, select the appropriate DUI charge, then click OK.
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You will get an automatic ROA to show that the License Plate Surrender Request to
Suspend form was sent to Motor Vehicle Division.
Click OK.

The document will be created automatically. Check the appropriate boxes:
•

for 90 or 180 day minimum suspension;

•

for driver license suspension if fourth or subsequent conviction;

•

Especially if not being signed, check the appropriate box to indicate to MVD that
the defendant is the registered owner, an immediate family member of the owner,
or that the registration suspension is authorized by the registered owner.

An example of the form is shown on the next page.
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(Courts with scanners can print the form and obtain signatures and scan the form
back to the case. Instructions begin on page 7.)
Courts without scanners: image the document now, as follows.
**SAVE the document at this time. You can use the save icon.

Next, click on the Image button in the
Image toolbar.
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Answer Yes to index the image to the case and OK to the message that the document was
successfully indexed.

Print the report and obtain the necessary signatures, with dates.
Close the FullCourt Imaging window and the case document window. Optional: you may
choose to store the imaged document ID with the ROA. See the section below starting on
page 10.

Courts without scanners:
Send the form to Motor Vehicle Division at fax 406-444-1631 or mail to MVD, POB
201430, Helena, MT 59620-1430. You may place the form in the same envelope as the
manual MVD report with the conviction.

Courts with scanners may choose to scan the completed, signed form back to the
case and email it.
After printing the form and obtaining the signatures and dates, scan the License Plate
Surrender Request to Suspend form back to the case, using the following steps.
Select the Scan option from the Imaging Menu:
It might take just a minute for the
Scan window to appear.

 The next three steps are:
1. Scan
2. Save
3. Index – indexing has three steps of its own
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 1. Scan: place the document in the scanner with the printed side down and with the
top of the document feeding first. Push the scan icon:

It might take just a minute for the scanner
to start feeding the page.

 2. Save: once all of the pages are scanned, push the save icon.
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 3. Index: Click on the Index tab. Indexing consists of three important steps –
 Give your document a title. For example, “License Plate Surrender.”
 Select the PLTSUSP ROA. There may be more than one ROA available, so
make sure that you have selected the correct ROA. The selected one has
the pointing finger and is highlighted in bold.
 SAVE. You will get a message indicating that you have indexed the document
successfully. The document ID is stored with the ROA and is visible from
the Register page.

Click Close at bottom of scanning window.
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(OPTIONAL for all courts) Attach the document image to the
corresponding ROA.
This step is not necessary but may be helpful when searching for documents on a case.

From the case main screen, click on the Images button.

Locate and select the image titled License Plate Surrender Request to Suspend (or
whatever title you gave if you have scanned the signed image). Observe that there is a
Document ID associated with the image. See the example on the next page.
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Copy the Document ID number by clicking in the Document ID field of the correct image
and using Control+C on your keyboard. Note: You can also right click on the Document
ID number and select Copy from the menu.
Open the ROA window and click into the Imaging Document ID field of the PLTSUSP
ROA.

Use Control+V on your keyboard to paste the Document ID into the field. Note: You
can also right click in the Imaging Document ID field and select Paste from the menu.
Save your changes. The image is now attached to the ROA and available for viewing by
using the Image button at the bottom of the ROA page.
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Courts with Scanners only: How to email the scanned form to MVD
Emailing the form is recommended because it is secure and quick.
To email the form, open the Images window from the main case screen. Highlight the
new document and click on the Send Email button.

When the email window opens up, add the email address mvdcourtreports@mt.gov to
the “To:” line. You may also add other email addresses if you want the report to go
to other individuals such as the defendant or registered owner.
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You may need to answer “Yes” if this message appears:

You will get an ROA in the case that the image was emailed.
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